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Fuel

Global fire models typically described burnt area 

as a consequence of fuel load, moisture, natural & 

anthropogenic ignition and land use suppression. 

A lack of information on temporal & spatial 

distribution of these controls has meant their 

impact is largely untested. Here, we map the 

limitation and sensitivity of burnt area to Fuel, 

Moisture, Ignitions and Suppression controls by 

optimizing a simple fire limitation model,  using 

meteorological and remote sensed inputs, against 

monthly gridded burnt area.

Introduction Framework 
Overview

A simple limitation model calculates burnt 

area (BA) as a product of the "maximum 

fire" (F(x)) for each control:

Each control is represented by a logistic

curve (left). X is a linear aggregation of 

variables associated with that control: 

Results

Moisture
MODIS fractional vegetation 

cover (Townshend et al. 2001) is 

used to assess the impact of 

fuel discontinuity on burnt area.

Small maps show values during the month                

of the year with maximum fire for monthly variables.

Live fuel 

moisture is represented by soil moisture (SLASH: Davis et 

al. 2017), and dead fuel moisture by the "equilibrium 

moisture content", loosely related to humidity (Kelley et 

al. 2014).  
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Lightning  sources are 

from rescaled LIS 

(Kelley et al. 2014) &  

    anthropogenic 

       sources from 

HYDE  (Goldewijk 

et al. 2010)
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Population Density is used for both 

ignitions and suppression.

Suppression also includes

agricultural land
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Controls and associated parameters (x0, k 

and ci) are optimized against monthly 0.5 degree 

burnt area (GFED4s: Giglio et al. 2013) using a 

Bayesian Optimization Framework (see web address in 

footer for more info)      

            Shaded regions on line plots show annual range of 

limitation imposed by each control for: Desert (fuel 

limited); Rainforest (moisture); Savanna (with little 

limitation); cropland (agricultural land use). Dots are 

annual average limitation while the sensitivity to 

change in a control can be calculated from 

the gradient (coloured lines) 

Mapping limitations imposed by each control 

highlights arid, fuel limited areas (green) & humid 

 moisture limited regions (blue).

Ignitions only co-limit fire in high latitude regions 

(purple). Savanna areas have almost no limitation on 

burnt area during the dry season (gray in small map)

Savannas are more sensitive to 

land use suppression while some 

key ecosystems (Sahel & Amazon) 

show higher sensitivity to ignitions 

than limitation would suggest.

                                                              Humans tend to reduce burn area, mainly     

                                                              through cropland suppression but also through

                                                              variations in population. Population density has

  little impact on overall ignitions, and areas of human induced increase in burnt area 

  are associated with pastoral agriculture.

Cropland reduced burnt area 

more than a simple "masking", 

suggesting fragmentation effects 

beyond cropland extent.

Suppression

Try out our framework 
using our ipython notebook:

github.com/rhyswhitley/fire_limitation
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